Local Pinch Point Fund
Application Form
Applicant Information
Local authority name(s)*: Knowsley Council
Bid Manager Name and position: Sean Traynor, Head of Highways and Transportation
Contact telephone number:
0151 443 2699
sean.traynor@knowsley.gov.uk
Postal address:

Email address:

Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council
PO Box 24, Archway Road
Huyton
Knowsley
Merseyside, L36 9YU

This scheme is supported by:

Please specify the weblink where this bid will be published:
http://www.knowsley.gov.uk/residents/roads-and-transport/transport-planning.aspx

SECTION A - Project description and funding profile
A1. Project name: M57 Extension A5300 Knowsley Expressway - Access to Opportunity and
Employment
A2. Headline description:
Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council is a Metropolitan District within the Merseyside subregion. It is making great strides in improving access to employment and opportunity for its
residents, of whom many live in England‟s most deprived wards. Established and thriving
employers such as Jaguar Landrover, Halewood International and News International have
chosen Knowsley as their preferred location to do business. However, challenges remain and
Knowsley Council and its partners are keen to remove the „pinch points‟ which are continuing to
impede residents ability to access employment and opportunity.
The A5300 Knowsley Expressway and A562 Speke Road provide a crucial link to key
established and developing employment sites such as the 3MG Mersey Multi-Modal Gateway,
the New Mersey Crossing, Liverpool John Lennon Airport, Halton Fields and Jaguar Landrover.
However, congestion at the A5300/A562 junction is severely impeding movement between key
residential areas in Knowsley and such high growth employment sites.
This proposal for funding therefore focuses on removing the barriers which are causing a „pinch
point‟ at this junction. It represents a scheme which includes for the installation of a left turn slip
road from the A5300 Expressway southbound to the A562 eastbound and improved
signalisation on the elevated roundabout to above the main A5300 Expressway carriageway.
The outcomes of this proposed investment will facilitate easier, more efficient access to key
employment opportunities in Halton and the wider Atlantic Gateway, to the Estuary
developments along the south Liverpool corridor, to Halewood (the home of Jaguar and its
associated chain supply companies) and to the key Speke industrial area.
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Geographical area:
OS Grid Reference: 2°47'.21.48"
Postcode: L26 3UA
The proposed scheme lies at the heart of the Liverpool city-region and its transport network.
The A5300 Knowsley Expressway / A562 junction is at the southern end of the M57 / A5300
which acts as an outer „ring road‟ for Liverpool providing a fast and convenient access route to
key employment sites, residential areas and regeneration zones between Liverpool, Sefton,
Halton and West Lancashire. The junction itself lies approximately 3 kilometres to the east of
Jaguar Land Rover and Liverpool John Lennon Airport, and approximately 2 kilometres to the
west of the 3MG site and proposed Mersey Gateway crossing.

A4. Type of bid (please tick relevant box):
Small project bids (requiring DfT funding of between £1m and £5m)
Scheme Bid
Structure Maintenance Bid
Large project bids (requiring DfT funding of between £5m and £20m)
Scheme Bid
Structure Maintenance Bid
Note: Scheme and Structure Maintenance bids will be assessed using the same criteria.
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A5. Equality Analysis
Has any Equality Analysis been undertaken in line with the Equality Duty?

Yes

No

Please see Appendix J.
„As Knowsley Council‟s Community Cohesion Manager I am fully supportive of the scheme as
outlined in the bid document. The M57 Extension A5300 Knowsley Expressway will improve
access to major job hubs sitting just outside the Knowsley boundary. I am satisfied that the new
design is inclusive and does not disadvantage any potential users. I feel the scheme treats all
members of society with equal favour according to need, particularly as our intention is to follow
the statutory obligation of “Due Regard” through the use of the council Corporate Equality and
Diversity Equality Impact Assessment process. This is an iterative process and the bid will be
accompanied by version 1 of this activity.‟
Paul Peng, Knowsley Council.
A6. Partnership bodies
Please provide details of the partnership bodies (if any) you plan to work within the design and
delivery of the proposed scheme. This should include a short description of the role and
responsibilities of the partnership bodies (which may include Development Corporations,
National Parks Authorities, private sector bodies and transport operators) with confirmatory
evidence of their willingness to participate in delivering the bid proposals.
Knowsley Council will work closely with 2020 Knowsley to ensure successful delivery of the
A5300 scheme. 2020 Knowsley is a joint venture company representing a public/private
partnership between Mouchel and the Metropolitan Borough of Knowsley. 2020 delivers
professional architectural, landscape and engineering design services to clients in the public
and private sector. As part of Mouchel, they are able to draw upon a wide range of additional
expertise and resource for the benefit of the schemes they deliver. A letter from 2020 can be
found at Appendix K highlighting their commitment to the scheme.

A7. Local Enterprise Partnership / Local Transport Body Involvement
Have you appended a letter from the LEP / LTB to support this case?

Yes

No

SECTION B – The Business Case
B1. The Scheme - Summary
Please select what the scheme is trying to achieve (this will need to be supported by evidence
in the Business Case). Please select all categories that apply.
Improve access to a development site that has the potential to create housing
Improve access to a development site that has the potential to create jobs
Improve access to urban employment centres
Improve access to Enterprise Zones
Maintain accessibility by addressing the condition of structures
Ease congestion / bottlenecks
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Other(s), Please specify -

B2. The Strategic Case
The Liverpool City Region
Liverpool City Region, with its population of 1.5 million people and a £21.9bn economy, is vital
for the North West regional economy. The City Region is well connected to global markets,
through its ports, Liverpool John Lennon Airport, Manchester International Airport, an extensive
Motorway network and through the work of the many multinational companies which are located
in the area. This connectivity is set to increase with development and infrastructure schemes
such as 3MG, the Atlantic Gateway, SuperPort and the New Mersey Gateway identified as city
region priorities by the LEP.
Over £5bn has been invested in new infrastructure and businesses in the last decade. The City
Region is committed to improving its economic performance and long-term prospects with a
projected 100,000 jobs to be created over the next 10 years (Merseyside Economic Review
2012). Employment and transport are two key priorities for the Liverpool City Region Deal with
Government, alongside addressing the skills gap to enable residents to benefit from job creation
and economic growth.
A Well-Connected Knowsley
Knowsley has a population of 149,000 people and is home to around 3,000 businesses with
approximately 56,500 people working within the borough. The borough sits at the heart of the
city-region; bordered to the west by Liverpool, the north by Sefton and West Lancashire, the
east by St Helens and the south by Halton.
The district‟s connectivity is its strength and allows it to play a major role as a location for
employment. A recent local business survey indicated that Knowsley‟s transport infrastructure is
one of the main reasons why companies choose to be based there. On a daily basis around
24,000 city-region residents travel into Knowsley for work and around 25,000 Knowsley
residents leave the borough to work across the city-region. This significant movement of
employees places Knowsley in an advantageous position to both enable and capitalise on the
investment and developments planned for the Liverpool City Region. However, it also means
that the transport network must be „fit for purpose‟ as a key tool in the district‟s ability to
continue to act as a key economic driver.
The M57 runs north-south through the centre of the borough. It connects to northern Liverpool
and the M58 in the north, and to the M62 and the M57 Extension (A5300) towards the south.
The M57 extension provides strong mobility by linking to the M62 towards Liverpool City Centre
and Manchester and the A562, the main corridor from South Liverpool through to Widnes,
Runcorn and Warrington. With a lack of north to south access provided by public transport (see
supporting maps at Appendix A) the A5300 acts as a vital link to employment.
An Economically Vibrant Borough
In addition to the economic investment planned across the Liverpool City Region there is a
growing housing need in Knowsley. There is predicted to be over 10,000 (+15.9%) more
households in the borough in 2029 than in 2006 compared to an increase of +12.0% for the
Merseyside sub-region over the same period. The evidence base for the Council‟s emerging
Local Plan: Core Strategy demonstrates that there is capacity for approximately 1,700 dwellings
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within the Halewood township area, adjacent to the A5300/A562 up to 2028. Without
appropriate planning and management, including improvements to the local road network, this
increase will adversely affect an already overcapacity local road network.
As the number of new homes in Knowsley increases by 3,000 over the next five years and
money is invested in development sites and job creation, improved traffic flow will be critical in
assisting much needed regeneration and growth. Going forward, based on all trip purposes, the
Liverpool City Region Transport model (LCRTM) projects a 3% increase in trips to and from
Knowsley to the rest of the LCRTM study area by 2024. This represents around 12,000
additional trips, per weekday, in each direction. The LCRTM taking into account housing and
employment growth in Knowsley (not Liverpool or Halton) and including improvements to the
A5300/A562 junction, projects that by 2024 the A5300, A562 and A561 will all exceed a volume
over capacity ratio of 85% during the AM and PM peaks.
Many key employment sites that provide much needed jobs in the borough are situated close to
the A5300 / A562 junction in the south. When compared to worklessness figures that show the
highest numbers in the most northern wards of Northwood, Cherryfield, Kirby Central and
Whitefield, it is clear that northern, residential wards need better, more reliable connections to
the industry, jobs and development in the south. The A5300 / A562 junction lies along the key
route taken by Knowsley residents seeking employment in new areas of economic growth along
the Mersey estuary.
The A5300 / A562 junction
The A5300 and its southernmost junction with the A562 is an important link in the local road
network. It connects Knowsley residents to large employment sites (Jaguar Land Rover,
Liverpool John Lennon Airport, Garston Industrial Area) and it forms a vital part of the main
route to and from developments such as the Mersey Multimodal Gateway (3MG) and the UK‟s
first Superport, Liverpool 2. To the west the A562 also links to the A561 employment sites such
as the Jaguar Land Rover plant in the south of the borough and Garston Industrial Area,
Estuary Business Park and Liverpool John Lennon Airport in South Liverpool. To the east it
connects to 3MG, Widnes Waterfront, Runcorn Town Centre and onwards to Astmoor Industrial
Estate, the Ineos site and Daresbury Park in Halton.
The A5300 and the A5300/A562 junction has been identified as a key transport priority by the
Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership, and, in the Local Transport Plan for
Merseyside, it is named as being a key element within the city region's Strategic Freight
Network. It not only provides access to the 3MG multimodal terminal and Silver Jubilee Bridge
but also (as part of the north-south route) to the Port of Liverpool. Its strategic nature (and the
strain upon the junction) will only increase as the Mersey Gateway and Superport developments
progress.
Congestion at this pinch point is costly in economic terms. It restricts the flow of traffic to and
from the surrounding employment centres, residential areas and development sites, negatively
impacting economic activity and limiting growth.
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A Barrier to Growth and Investment
The A5300 / A562 junction acts as
a major „pinch point‟ on the local
road network. Traffic levels across
the junction and in its immediate
vicinity are high and long queues
are a daily occurrence.
Improvements to the junction that
increase capacity and reduce
queues are crucial to unlocking the
potential of planned investments in
the immediate vicinity of the
junction and the wider City Region.

A5300 Expressway A Clear Barrier to Growth & Aspiration

The Merseyside Local Transport Plan (LTP) provides forecasts for the short term which indicate
that the majority of Merseyside‟s existing assets have the capacity to manage existing levels of
demand. However, the situation is critical at certain pinch points such as the A5300/A562
junction.
There are severe queuing problems at peak periods,
especially for vehicles accessing the A562
southbound from the A5300. Knowsley Council
conducted a snapshot journey time survey on the
A5300 Southbound carriageway (between M57 and
A562). This link measures 4km and during the interpeak period the journey takes approximately three
minutes. During the am-peak it takes almost eight
minutes showing an increase in journey time
through the junction for employees travelling to work
in south Liverpool of 250%.
There is also evidence to suggest that north-south
movements within the district (for example from
Kirby in the north, to Halewood in the south) may
take in excess of 45 minutes to complete by bus.
The map to the left illustrates this issue; the areas
highlighted in blue and red are able to access the
Jaguar Land Rover plant in Halewood within 30 and
40 minutes respectively. It is clear that over half the
borough cannot access the plant, a major source of
employment in the district, within the DfT
accessibility threshold of 40 minutes.
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Furthermore, this considerable increase in journey time and queue length is often compounded
by the junction‟s poor accident record with 22 recorded incidents occurring between 2007 and
2011 (example shown below). When an accident takes place the combination of long existing
queues and insufficient junction capacity to manage an incident further compounds already
considerable problems for motorists and businesses.

Slights
Serious

Without adjustments, congestion at this junction will increase. In order to maintain and enhance
Knowsley‟s reputation as a well-connected borough, adjustments need to be made to allow
congestion and growing demand to be successfully managed.
Options Assessment
Three key options have been considered:
1. Do nothing – if the junction was left to operate in its current state this would lead to further
levels of congestion both directly and within the surrounding areas, thus hindering any future
economic development in the Liverpool City Region.
2. Do minimum – to develop a left-hand free flowing slip lane from the A5300 to the A562
Eastbound. This option would deal with the immediate congestion found on the A5300 but
would unlikely have the significant wider benefits envisaged for the area to address the long
term anticipated growth in traffic moving between key the key regeneration zones and
residential sites.
3. Do something – to develop a left-hand free flowing slip lane from the A5300 to the A562
Eastbound. This would then be accompanied by an increase in the capacity of the roundabout
by adding a third lane to the east of the roundabout through a proposed kerb realignment. In
addition, the proposal also includes provision to revise traffic signals and update the road layout
where Speke Road joins the roundabout.
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This Local Pinch Point Application
Following the above options assessment Knowsley Council is submitting this Local Pinch Point
Application for the Do Something option for the A5300 / A562 road junction, to secure journey
time reliability and accident level improvements for road users in Knowsley. The scheme
includes:
- The installation of a left turn free flow slip lane from the A5300 southbound to the A562
eastbound. This will be of particular benefit for drivers travelling between residential areas of
greater deprivation in Knowsley and Merseyside to employment opportunity across the Mersey
estuary. At present, these drivers are frequently held in long queues on the approach to the
roundabout;
- Proposed kerb realignment within the junction to make provision for improved internal
movement of traffic through the junction. This will also in turn facilitate easier adaptation of the
junction‟s relationship with development land to the south once the process of making this land
available for development is completed;
- The installation of revised signalisation on the roundabout. This will ensure that the
roundabout is managed as a „whole‟ with active management of vehicles travelling both
southwards to the Mersey area and for traffic using the junction to travel between Liverpool
Airport and Manchester.
A full scheme diagram showing the proposed improvements can be found at Appendix L.
Supporting Major Investment in the City-Region Highway Network
The A5300/A562 junction is a significant and discrete pinch point on the local road network.
Improvements to the junction will provide much needed capacity without creating adverse
effects elsewhere. This will enable growth and job creation, connecting residents to employment
and supporting investment throughout the area.
The Merseyside Partnership‟s Economic Review 2012 identifies a number of major projects that
will help create wealth and realise future growth in the Liverpool City Region. Schemes such as
Mersey Waters, the Mersey Gateway, improved access to the Port of Liverpool, the expansion
of Liverpool Airport, 3MG, Daresbury Science and Innovation Campus and the continued
redevelopment of Liverpool City Centre aim to take advantage of private sector led investment
which will help the City Region recover from the impacts of the recession.
Improvements to the A5300/A562 junction will facilitate a number of these projects:
- Liverpool John Lennon Airport (JLA) expansion – the Airport Master Plan sets out growth to
2015 in detail and 2030 more generally. Access to JLA is a significant factor in investment
decisions for individual businesses and a key requirement for some of Merseyside‟s growth
sectors. The A5300/A562 junction is part of the main local road network in close proximity to the
Airport. The Airport has carried out projections which show passenger traffic growing from 5
million passengers per annum (mppa) in 2006 to around 8.3 mppa by 2015 and 12.3 mppa by
2030. In addition, the Airport considers that over the medium term to 2015 its cargo business
could grow to around 40,000 tonnes per annum. Based on passenger and cargo growth,
projections suggest JLA has the potential to increase direct on-site employment numbers from
around 2000 in 2006 to between 4,000 and 5,900 by 2015 and up to 6,700 by 2030. In addition
off-site and indirect employment would also benefit the local economy.
- Mersey Gateway – Road access from Cheshire and North Wales will be improved following
the construction of the proposed Mersey Gateway, a second river crossing near Runcorn that
will link to the M56, due to open in 2014 or sooner. The A562 provides a direct link from
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Knowsley to the current and future river crossing. The business case for the Mersey Gateway
evidences how the scheme is likely to create over 5,000 long term jobs.
- Mersey Multimodal Gateway (3MG) – A major rail freight distribution park located in Widnes
which is set for expansion. It provides rail connected distribution centres and an on-site
intermodal rail freight terminal. The terminal handles approximately 60,000 containers per
annum between road and rail and currently there are 75,000 sq metres of existing warehousing
facilities, with outline consent for a total of 180,000 sq metres of new buildings. Expansion will
create an additional 4,000 jobs, generating an additional £190m of GVA per annum by 2020.
This will be facilitated by the A5300/A562 which connects the site to Knowsley.
- Port of Liverpool/Superport – freight traffic heading to the Port of Liverpool utilises the
A5300/M57. Planning approval has recently been given for a £90 million post-Panamax
container terminal at Seaforth, the first on the west coast, which would almost double container
capacity at the Port. Liverpool SuperPort will drive substantial economic growth in the City
Region, creating over 20,000 new jobs and contributing £6.1bn in GVA to the Liverpool City
Region economy by 2020. This will mean increased freight along this route, to and from the port
to South Liverpool and beyond.
- Daresbury Science and Innovation Campus (DSIC) – one of only two centres in the UK (along
with Harwell Oxford) for „big scale‟ science it is located to the south of Knowsley, accessed via
the Silver Jubilee Bridge. The critical importance of the development of the DSIC for the longterm economic growth of the North and the UK as a whole is well-known. It is complementary to
the Manchester and Liverpool economies along the Atlantic Gateway.
The proximity of the Port, Manchester Ship Canal, Liverpool John Lennon Airport and the
national motorway network offers a particular opportunity for Liverpool City Region to maintain
and enhance its role as a major hub for freight cargo distribution. Adequate highway capacity
must, therefore, be maintained in the interests of safe and convenient access and importantly,
to facilitate the ongoing regeneration in Knowsley, South Liverpool and the Liverpool City
Region more generally.
Many of the schemes listed above are brought together as the Atlantic Gateway project which
draws upon key assets across the Liverpool and Manchester City Regions. The vision is to
maximize investment in the area and support delivery of major projects by LEPs and other
partners. It is a major mechanism for attracting investment and is estimated that almost 130,000
net additional jobs could be created as a direct result of Atlantic Gateway priorities. The
A5300/A562 junction is critical to so many of these projects that the local economy cannot
afford for it to be congested. The proposed scheme will ensure that traffic queues are minimised
and reliable journey times help realise growth potential.
Supporting Key Regeneration Activity
In addition to the major projects above, the A5300/A562 junction also supports the new Mayoral
Development Zone covering Speke and Garston and the South Liverpool International
Gateway. This area has a dedicated regeneration framework to which increased capacity and
journey time reliability at the A5300/A562 would aid in accelerating the rate of economic growth,
improving productivity and re-balancing the economy.
Increased capacity on the A5300/A562 junction would also be complementary to recent
M62/M57 improvements (M62 junction 6). A Highways Agency major scheme recently provided
freeflow link roads in each direction between M62 east and M57 north resulting in pronounced
time savings and queue reductions. Combined with improvements at the southern end of the
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M57 Expressway the positive influence of both schemes in respect to the regeneration policies
of the area would multiply.
Indirect benefits of the scheme will include improved air quality and reduced noise as
congestion is decreased as well as improved accessibility to key services for Knowsley
residents. No AQMA‟s have been placed within Knowsley. However, road traffic sources are the
greatest contributors to air pollution in the borough with 16,384 tonnes of C02 being emitted per
year from the A5300 Knowsley Express Way alone. The A5300/A562 scheme will also work
alongside LSTF projects aimed at reducing congestion through engaging with employers,
delivering sustainable transport infrastructure and making improvements to bus services.
An Alternative Way Forward for Knowsley
It is important to consider the implications for Knowsley and the wider Liverpool City Region
should funding not be available to support this scheme. Whilst the level of financial support
required is relatively small compared to other improvement projects across the highway
network, the negative impact of not supporting this scheme would be considerable.
Congestion would continue to grow on the approaches to the junction with journey times
increasing further, adversely impacting employment, business and economic growth in the area.
Without improvements to the junction, the development, job creation and economic growth
planned for the Knowsley and the Liverpool City Region will not be fully realised.

B3. The Financial Case – Project Costs
Before preparing a scheme proposal for submission, bid promoters should ensure they
understand the financial implications of developing the scheme (including any implications for
future resource spend and ongoing costs relating to maintaining and operating the asset), and
the need to secure and underwrite any necessary funding outside the Department’s maximum
contribution.
Please complete the following tables. Figures should be entered in £000s (i.e. £10,000 = 10).
Table A: Funding profile (Nominal terms)
£000s

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

Total

DfT funding sought

257

1108

Local Authority contribution

185

0

0

185

0

319

81

400

442

1427

81

1950

Third Party contribution
TOTAL

1365

Table B: Cost estimates (Nominal terms)
Cost heading

Cost (£000s)

Date estimated

Works Non Contract

0

2/5/2014

109

2013 – 2015

1441

4/8/2014 –

Expenses
Works Contracts
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Status (e.g. target
price)

6/1/2015
Sub Consultants

25

10/10/2014

Fees

218

2013 – 2018

Contingencies

157

2013 – 2018

TOTAL

1950

Notes:
1) Department for Transport funding must not go beyond 2014-15 financial year.
2) A minimum local contribution of 30% (local authority and/or third party) of the project costs is
required.
3) Costs in Table B should be presented in outturn prices and must match the total amount of
funding indicated in Table A.

B4. The Financial Case - Local Contribution / Third Party Funding
Please provide information on the following points (where applicable):
a) The non-DfT contribution may include funding from organisations other than the scheme
promoter. If the scheme improves transport links to a new development, we would expect to
see a significant contribution from the developer. Please provide details of all non-DfT
funding contributions to the scheme costs. This should include evidence to show how any
third party contributions are being secured, the level of commitment and when they will
become available.
Halton Borough Council has contributed £400k to the scheme reflecting the benefits for their
area of junction improvements at the A5300 pinch point. This contribution is fully secured and a
letter from Halton expressing their support and commitment is appended.
b) Where the contribution is from external sources, please provide a letter confirming the
body’s commitment to contribute to the cost of the scheme. The Department is unlikely to
fund any scheme where significant financial contributions from other sources have not been
secured or appear to be at risk.
Have you appended a letter(s) to support this case?

Yes

No

N/A

c) The Department may accept the provision of land in the local contribution towards scheme
costs. Please provide evidence in the form of a letter from an independent valuer to verify
the true market value of the land.
Have you appended a letter to support this case?

Yes

No

N/A

d) Please list any other funding applications you have made for this scheme or variants thereof
and the outcome of these applications, including any reasons for rejection.
N/A

B5. The Financial Case – Affordability and Financial Risk
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This section should provide a narrative setting out how you will mitigate any financial risks
associated with the scheme (you should refer to the Risk Register / QRA – see Section B11).
Please ensure that in the risk / QRA cost that you have not included any risks associated with
ongoing operational costs and have used the P50 value.
Please provide evidence on the following points (where applicable):
a) What risk allowance has been applied to the project cost?
A contingency fund of 10% has been applied to meet any cost increases incurred by risks on
this project.
b) How will cost overruns be dealt with?
Robust project and risk management procedures will be implemented to minimise the likelihood
and scale of cost overruns.
c) What are the main risks to project delivery timescales and what impact this will have on
cost?
A full risk register and QRA can be found at Appendix F and H respectively. The risk register
details the financial implications of each risk occurring and mitigating actions.
d) How will cost overruns be shared between non-DfT funding partners (DfT funding will be
capped and will not be able to fund any overruns)?
Knowsley Council will take full responsibility for any project cost overruns.

B6. The Economic Case – Value for Money
This section should set out the full range of impacts – both beneficial and adverse – of the
scheme. The scope of information requested (and in the supporting annexes) will vary
according to whether the application is for a small or large project.
Small project bids (i.e. DfT contribution of less than £5m)
a) Please provide a description of your assessment of the impact of the scheme to include:
-

Significant positive and negative impacts (quantified where possible);
A description of the key risks and uncertainties;
A short description of the modelling approach used to forecast the impact of the scheme and
the checks that have been undertaken to determine that it is fit-for-purpose.

Local Impact
On a daily basis around 24,000 City Region residents travel into Knowsley for work and around
25,000 Knowsley residents leave the borough to work in other parts of the City Region. Many
will travel by car and through the A5300/A562 junction.
Land to the immediate south of the junction is allocated for employment use by neighbouring
Halton Borough Council and is currently under development for a mix of B1, B2, B8 uses as part
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of the 3MG Masterplan (see plan below). The Lovel‟s land to the northwest of the Masterplan
site is partly built out and currently marketed as Speke Approach, a light industrial and
distribution development of 58 acres adjacent to the Knowsley Expressway.
The 3MG development as a whole is set to deliver up to 5,000 jobs by 2020. Speke Approach
is not included in this figure and as a broad estimate we suggest that it has potential to deliver
about 160 jobs and a GVA per annum of about £6.4 million. This is the gross figure, once
netted of for development already completed it reduces by about 50% and the balance that may
be attributable to the junction improvements equates to about 20% (16 jobs and £1.6 million
GVA per annum). The 3MG Masterplan (below) also shows a link road at the sites western
boundary potentially linking directly to the A5300/A562 roundabout and carrying additional traffic
too.
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Wider Impacts
In March 2011, Knowsley Council identified 149.1 ha of employment land it considered suitable
for future employment use. The sites are spread across the district and are anticipated as
creating an additional 12,130 jobs by 2026 (a 4.3% increase). Knowsley retains a
manufacturing sector and a growing logistics sector which will be using the A5300 as a strategic
link to the south for HGV movements. Some of the key existing sites are:
- Knowsley Industrial Park – the largest industrial area in the city region and second in the
Northwest to Trafford Park. It accommodates about 600 businesses and 10,300 jobs.
- Knowsley Business Park – situated close to the Industrial Park on the A580 it is home to about
200 businesses and 4,800 jobs.
- Kings business Park and Huyton business Park are other strategic employment locations on
the M57 corridor.
The A5300/A562 junction is a key node in the west-east-north connections linking the south of
Knowsley with the rest of the borough, it also provides strategic connectivity to many of the cityregion‟s and Knowsley‟s main employment sites. Some of the key sites that are affected by the
junction and have the potential to support employment creation in future include those in the
Table below.
Site
Jaguar Land Rover expansion
land
South Liverpool International
Gateway
John Lennon Airport
Port of Garston
3M Multi-modal Gateway
Knowsley Industrial Park 3

Size
18.4 ha
129.2ha

Users & Sectors

Jobs

Automotive
B1, B2, B8
Mixed-use
B1, B2, B8

Development
Timeframe
Will depend on
commercial conditions
Will depend on
commercial conditions

9,400
5,000
15,100

2014/20
To be remodelled over
the 15-year life of the
Plan to support B8 growth
potential

Other prominent sites that may be affected include Knowsley Safari Park (which received
500,000 visitors each year many travelling via A5300/A562 junction), and Daresbury Science
Park which is already an established employment location but is set to accommodate a further
12,000 jobs by 2020 and anyone travelling from Knowsley, Liverpool or Sefton will drive via
A5300/A562 junction and roundabout. Liverpool John Lennon Airport now handles 5 million
passengers per annum (up from 500,000 in 1997) and directly employs about 300 people; it is
now the tenth busiest airport in the country and anticipates further growth in future.
Knowsley Council is considering the potential for green belt release at Cronton, adjacent to the
M57/ M62 junction due to the area having a shortage of large-scale development sites. Future
development at the site would create thousands of jobs in the longer–term and the area‟s
attractiveness would be influenced by connectivity through the A5300/A562 and to the New
Mersey Gateway (once built).
Summary
The Pinch Point improvements would support development at Speke Approach, making the site
more attractive and potentially bringing remaining development sites forward earlier. This could
deliver 16 jobs and £1.6m of GVA per annum.
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The A562 and A5300 corridors are home to significant and strategic employment locations
which become more attractive if their connectivity is enhanced through improvements to the
junction. The area has a competitive position in regards of workforce supply, availability of
employment land and strategic infrastructure though the improved connectivity through the
junction will enhance the area‟s competitive position and support employment growth and
development in future, directly and indirectly.
At Liverpool city-region level the visitor economy is a key sector for growth and the junction
directly serves two of the largest attractors – Knowsley Safari Park and Liverpool John Lennon
Airport, connectivity to the airport is a key location decision factor for inward investors.
Modelling Approach – Liverpool City Region Transport Model
Traffic flow data for the assessment of the A5300/A562 junction was extracted from the
Liverpool City Region (LCR) transport model for 2014 and 2024.
The LCR transport model is a multi-modal transport model, comprising separate highway and
public assignment models and a bespoke demand model. In terms of its structure and
components, LCR transport model has been developed in cognisance of the guidance set out in
DfT‟s WebTAG documentation.
The LCR transport model was developed between August 2008 and September 2010 by a
consortium of consultants led by Mott MacDonald on behalf of Merseytravel‟s Local Transport
Plan (LTP) Support Unit. The modelled area covers the entire Liverpool City Region,
encompassing each of the five districts, and further into Halton, Warrington and adjacent areas
of Cheshire and Lancashire.
The model has been developed to:
-

Produce a long term forecast of growth in demand for travel in the region, which will reflect
changes to land use, demographics, employment and the economy;

-

Forecast the impacts of growth and changes in demand for travel on the existing highways
and public transport networks;

-

Forecast the impacts of specific major regeneration projects and major land use
developments on the transport system in the Liverpool City Region;

-

Forecast the impacts of increased congestion on the local economy and quality of life;

-

Examine an array of measures and interventions that could be deployed to mitigate
traffic/travel growth impacts.

To date, the main application of LCR transport model has centred upon the development of an
evidence base and appraisal of strategy options for the Third Merseyside Local Transport Plan,
which went live in April 2011. LCR model has also been part of the modelling system used by
model stakeholders in the region to provide data to support the successful Edge Lane Major
Scheme Business Case, to review the planning application for a major development (Liverpool
Waters) and for studies of parts of the strategic road network (M56 and M53). The LCR
transport model was also used to assess the recent and successful Merseyside Local
Sustainable Transport Fund bid.
TRANSYT Junction Models
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Models of the A5300/ A562 roundabout were setup using TRANSYT software to assess the
operation of the junction.
The do minimum models represent the existing configuration of the junction. The do something
models were set up to reflect the proposed capacity improvements at the A5300 s/b arm and on
the circulatory carriageway adjacent to the A562 w/b off slip arm. The individual models were
optimised where possible to represent a fair comparison of the do minimum and do something
configurations. The use of the A5300 southbound to A562 eastbound bypass slip has been
modelled by removing the majority of the traffic flow for this movement from the model.
The tables below show the predicted junction operation for the 2014 and 2024 Do Minimum and
Do Something models.
Summary of TRANSYT results for the Do Minimum Scenario
Link

2014

2024

AM
DoS

111
113
121
122
211
212
221
224
311
321
324
411
421
423

A5300 Southbound (Nearside)
A5300 Southbound (Offside)
Circulatory adjacent A5300 (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A5300 (Offside)
A562 westbound offslip (Nearside)
A562 westbound offslip (Offside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Offside)
Newstead Road
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Offside)
A562 westbound offslip (Offside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Offside)

PM

Q

99
93
87
80
106
104
121
100
77
61
68
80
64
75

DoS

77
53
8
6
90
84
146
53
4
1
46
2
35
48

AM

Q

93
87
130
11
72
71
64
74
112
50
41
95
52
58

DoS

49
41
53
1
23
24
17
26
111
0
25
50
19
32

PM

Q

105
98
102
91
113
111
115
107
80
63
60
91
58
68

DoS

121
77
12
8
120
114
131
89
5
1
41
44
29
42

Q

104
97
101
9
75
74
63
79
120
53
37
108
48
54

97
65
22
1
23
23
15
24
152
3
23
204
14
29

Summary of TRANSYT results for the Do Something Scenario
Link

2014

2024

AM
DoS

111
113
121
122
211
212
221
223
224
311
321
324
411
421
423

A5300 Southbound (Nearside)
A5300 Southbound (Offside)
Circulatory adjacent A5300 (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A5300 (Offside)
A562 westbound offslip (Nearside)
A562 westbound offslip (Offside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Offside)
Newstead Road
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Offside)
A562 westbound offslip (Offside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Nearside)
Circulatory adjacent A562 w/b offslip (Offside)

PM

Q

DoS

AM

Q

DoS

PM

Q

DoS

Q

84
77
44
40
103
101
36

18
16
3
2
75
70
8

90
72
63
5
76
75
45

18
12
6
0
12
12
2

88
82
39
35
104
102
45

40
35
5
4
78
72
8

90
74
63
6
75
73
46

26
18
7
0
15
16
2

115
77
60
70
81
65
77

116
6
17
47
2
36
49

80
112
50
41
95
52
58

8
84
0
11
26
6
13

123
83
63
66
93
61
73

171
9
29
44
48
32
46

78
121
53
37
108
48
54

13
129
1
15
156
7
18
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Comparison of the Do Minimum and Do Something TRANSYT results shows that the junction is
predicted to have better operation in the Do Something scenario at the A5300 s/b and A562 w/b
entries to the roundabout.
Please see the CD version of this application for the full TRANSYT outputs.
Economic Appraisal
Economic appraisal of the proposed scheme is focussed on the benefits of the reduced delays
predicted by the TRANSYT junction operation model. A simple appraisal was carried out over
an eleven year time period (2014 to 2024) incorporating both model years, with a linear
interpolation of benefits calculated between the two model years.
Delay data and predicted scheme delay savings were taken from the TRANSYT outputs, as
shown below.
Do Minimum Delay Data (PCU-Hours)
Year
2014
2024

AM
313
446.7

PM
170.4
301

Do Something Delay Data (PCU-Hours)
Year
2014
2024

AM
217.2
291

PM
99.3
217.6

Scheme Delay Savings (PCU-Hours)
Year
2014
2024

AM
95.8
155.7

PM
71.7
83.4

Annualisation factors used for the LCRTM model have been applied to convert the peak hour
delay savings into annual delay savings, as shown in the following tables.
Annualisation Factors
Year
2014
2024

AM
637
637

PM
675
675

AM
61025
99181

PM
47993
56295

Annual Delay Savings
Year
2014
2024

Value of time per vehicle was taken from Table 9 of WebTAG 3.5.6. For simplicity, the non-work
car value was used to as a basis for converting the delay savings calculated from the TRANSYT
model outputs into monetary values. The values of time were adjusted for the changing vehicle
occupancy predicted in Table 6 of WebTAG 3.5.6 and further adjusted for the predicted growth
in non-work value of time from Table 3b of WebTAG 3.5.6. This process resulted in the values
of time and the conversion of the delay savings into monetary values shown in the tables below.
Values of Time (£/hour, 2010 prices)
Year
2014
2024

AM
13.88
15.08

PM
12.63
14.00
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Delay Savings (£, 2010 prices)
Year
2014
2024

AM
£846,898
£1,495,579

PM
£606,163
£788,273

Benefits for non-modelled years were calculated through linear interpolation between the two
model years and discount factors were applied to produce benefits in 2010 prices, discounted to
2010, as shown below.
Summary of Discounted Benefits
Year

Undiscounted Benefit
(£)
2014
1,453,061
2015
1,536,140
2016
1,619,219
2017
1,702,298
2018
1,785,377
2019
1,868,456
2020
1,951,535
2021
2,034,615
2022
2,117,694
2023
2,200,773
2024
2,283,852
All monetary values expressed in 2010 prices

Discount Factor

Discounted Benefit
(£)
1,266,258.60
1,293,388.63
1,317,235.75
1,337,990.97
1,355,836.13
1,370,944.31
1,383,480.21
1,393,600.53
1,401,454.30
1,407,183.25
1,410,922.10

0.871
0.842
0.814
0.786
0.759
0.734
0.709
0.685
0.662
0.639
0.618

The net present value of the benefits (PVB) of the scheme were calculated by summing the
discounted benefits shown above in Table 10. The PVB was found to be £14.938m in 2010
prices, discounted to 2010.
Conversion of the cost data, detailed in section B3 and Appendix C, results in the net present
value of the costs (PVC) of the scheme being £1.543m in 2010 prices, discounted to 2010.
The benefits to cost ratio for the scheme is 9.7.
b) Small project bidders should provide the following as annexes as supporting material:
Has a Scheme Impacts Pro Forma been appended?

Yes

Has a description of data sources / forecasts been appended?
Has an Appraisal Summary Table been appended?

Yes

Yes

No

N/A

No

N/A

No

N/A

B7. The Commercial Case
This section should set out the procurement strategy that will be used to select a contractor and,
importantly for this fund, set out the timescales involved in the procurement process to show
that delivery can proceed quickly.
a) Please provide evidence to show the risk allocation and transfer between the promoter and
contractor, contract timescales and implementation timescales (this can be cross-referenced
to your Risk Management Strategy).
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The works will be procured using the NEC3 form of Contract which provides flexible contractual
options. As the process will involve a full and detailed design being completed prior to tender, it
is envisaged that an NEC3 „Option A‟ will be used which, by utilising a fixed-price mechanism,
provides the Employer with the greatest degree of cost certainty. The NEC3 contract provides
for a robust Risk Management process which ensures that construction risks are raised at the
earliest opportunity and dealt with expeditiously thus optimising key project targets such as
expenditure of project funds and impact of the project on the public. During the contract
formulation stage, a thorough and detailed examination of risks are interpreted into a contract
Risk Register, which transfers the ownership of each risk to either the Employer or Contractor
on the basis of which party is best placed to deal with the risk should it arise.
The timescales have been assessed as follows (excludes maintenance period & post
landscaping):
- Contract procurement and award – 6 months
- Post award / Pre-construction period – 7 months
- Construction period and completion of engineering works – 9 months
This equates to a total of 22 months. The periods referenced above are deemed to be inclusive
of risks reasonably expected to incur such as:
- Delays in finalising design
- Delays to procurement process and contract award
- Delays to the construction programme
b) What is the preferred procurement route for the scheme and how and why was this identified
as the preferred procurement route? For example, if it is proposed to use existing framework
agreements or contracts, the contract must be appropriate in terms of scale and scope.
The preferred procurement route is a restricted tender process which conforms with the Public
Contracts Regulations. This form of procurement is beneficial as we have already been able to
involve our partners, 2020 Knowsley Ltd., to carry out preliminary design work. It is therefore a
fluid process for 2020 Knowsley to finalise the detailed design and works information which can
be sent out to the market for tenders. With the Restricted tender process, the first stage will
involve a Pre-Qualification Questionnaire to the open market. This questionnaire will be
carefully drafted and used to produce a shortlist of, say, 6 of the most suitable contractors for
carrying out works of this nature. The basis for tender award will follow the MEAT criteria (Most
Economically Advantageous Tender) which will evaluate both technical (qualitative) and price
aspects of the tender. It is envisaged that this will be a 60% (Price) / 40% (Quality) split. The
tender process will be managed to ensure that there is a suitable period from the point of tender
award to the point of commencement of the works, ensuring that a schedule of meetings take
place between the parties to the contract to best guarantee a smooth transition onto the
construction period.
This form of procurement has been chosen because our existing framework contracts (used for
works typically between £50k and £250k) are not suitable for procuring works of this value and
nature and it is therefore necessary to look to the wider market. Following this, it was therefore
felt that the restricted process is most suitable as it will give a degree of control to ensure that
the most suitable type of contractors only are invited to tender and that the quality of the
technical aspects of the bids are not overlooked for the sake of price alone.
c) A procurement strategy will not need to form part of the bid documentation submitted to DfT.
Instead, the Department will require the bid to include a joint letter from the local authority’s
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Section 151 Officer and Head of Procurement confirming that a strategy is in place that is
legally compliant and is likely to achieve the best value for money outcome.
Has a joint letter been appended to your bid?

Yes

No

*It is the promoting authority’s responsibility to decide whether or not their scheme proposal is
lawful; and the extent of any new legal powers that need to be sought. Scheme promoters
should ensure that any project complies with the Public Contracts Regulations as well as
European Union State Aid rules, and should be prepared to provide the Department with
confirmation of this, if required.

B8. Management Case - Delivery
Deliverability is one of the essential criteria for this Fund and as such any bid should set out any
necessary statutory procedures that are needed before it can be constructed.
a) A detailed project plan (typically in Gantt chart form) with milestones should be included,
covering the period from submission of the bid to scheme completion. The definition of the
key milestones should be clear and explained. The critical path should be identifiable and
any key dependencies (internal or external) should be explained. Resource requirements,
task durations, contingency and float should be detailed and easily identifiable.
Dependencies and interfaces should be clearly outlined and plans for management detailed.
Has a project plan been appended to your bid?

Yes

No

b) If delivery of the project is dependent on land acquisition, please include a letter from the
respective land owner(s) to demonstrate that arrangements are in place in order to secure
the land to enable the authority to meet its construction milestones.
Has a letter relating to land acquisition been appended?

Yes

No

N/A

c) Please provide summary details of your construction milestones (at least one but no more
than 5 or 6) between start and completion of works:
Table C: Construction milestones
Estimated Date
Completion of preliminary design

Nov 2013

Completion of detailed design

March 2014

Award contract

June 2014

Contractor starts on site

August 2014

Civil engineering construction works complete

January 2015

Handover of constructed highway scheme

February 2015

Please list any major transport schemes costing over £5m in the last 5 years which the authority
has delivered, including details of whether these were completed to time and budget (and if not,
whether there were any mitigating circumstances)
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Knowsley Council worked alongside the Highways Agency and contractors to ensure successful
delivery of major junction improvement works at M62 Junction 6, Tarbock Island. Tarbock Island
links the M62 and M57, located in the centre of Knowsley. The scheme provided two new freeflow link roads at the junction to relieve the heavily congested roundabout.
The scheme was given the go ahead by the Secretary of State in January 2007, work started on
site in April 2007 and the link roads were completed by December 2008. The scheme was
successfully completed to time, despite delays due to weather over the summer of 2007, and
within the budget of £38million.
Close partnership working benefited all the organisations concerned. For instance, Knowsley
Council were able to use the lane closures during the improvements to carry out routine road
maintenance. This reduced the number of lane closures, with obvious benefits for people using
the road.
Since opening, the link roads have removed over 20,000 vehicles every day from the
roundabout, this represents 30% of the total daily flow.

B9. Management Case – Statutory Powers and Consents
a) Please list separately each power / consents etc obtained, details of date acquired,
challenge period (if applicable) and date of expiry of powers and conditions attached to
them. Any key dates should be referenced in your project plan.
N/A
b) Please list separately any outstanding statutory powers / consents etc, including the
timetable for obtaining them.
N/A

B10. Management Case – Governance
Please name who is responsible for delivering the scheme, the roles (Project Manager, SRO
etc.) and responsibilities of those involved, and how key decisions are/will be made. An
organogram may be useful here. Details around the organisation of the project including Board
accountabilities, contract management arrangements, tolerances, and decision making
authorities should be clearly documented and fully agreed.
Knowsley Council has a comprehensive approval process (as detailed below) to ensure robust
decisions are made regarding improvements to the road network.
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An issue on the highway network may be highlighted to Knowsley Council via a number of
different routes; for example, through the Highways Asset Management Team and development
of the asset management plan, through creation of the local plan or the investment profile, from
stakeholder intelligence, formal surveys or queries from the public.
When an issue is identified the Council officers undertake a feasibility assessment of options for
solution. Feasible options are then appraised. Appraisal takes into consideration cost, benefit,
deliverability, level of risk and the fit of the option with the current work programme. Through
options appraisal a preferred solution is identified. Officers seek approval for the preferred
option from the relevant Director and Cabinet Member and then endorsement from the full
Cabinet.
The approved scheme is communicated to the public and stakeholders and published on the
Council‟s website. Following which the Council undertakes any statutory duties, legal and
planning activities. The scheme is inserted into the work programme and subsequently
delivered.
Once the scheme enters the delivery phase, the Council implements a proportionate
governance structure.
Knowsley‟s Local Pinch Point schemes will be managed at a senior level by Director for
Regeneration, Economy & Skills, Lisa Harris, and Head of Highways & Transportation, Sean
Traynor. Lisa and Sean will be responsible for project control; they will make decisions within
the scope of Cabinet approval and were appropriate decisions on any minor scope alterations.
Any exceptional decisions outside of the approved scope of the scheme will be referred to the
relevant Cabinet Member.
The Management Team will be comprised of officers from across the Authority with a specific
role in the successful delivery of the project. The management team will meet regularly to track
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progress and report to the Head of Service and Director. They will be responsible for discussing
and resolving any issues arising, with experts from finance, procurement, highways, policy,
legal and communications, able to advise on their specialist areas. Where needed the group will
escalate issues upwards for decision.

The project manager sitting within Knowsley Council, the „client‟ Project Manager will manage
the project from the client side. The client project manager is responsible for undertaking regular
project control meetings and liaison with the delivery body 20/20, ensuring timescales and
budgets are met and any issues identified early. They will report to the management team. One
point of contact provides continuity to the interface between the Authority and 20/20.
20/20‟s Project Manager holds responsibility for managing delivery of the project, leading and
coordinating the project team. The project team comprises of specialists in all the relevant
disciplines of delivery who carry out the required works.

B11. Management Case - Risk Management
All schemes will be expected to undertake a thorough Quantified Risk Assessment (QRA) and a
detailed risk register should be included in the bid. The QRA should be proportionate to the
nature and complexity of the scheme. A Risk Management Strategy should be developed and
should outline on how risks will be managed.
Please ensure that in the risk / QRA cost that you have not included any risks associated with
ongoing operational costs and have used the P50 value.
Has a QRA been appended to your bid?

Yes
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No

Has a Risk Management Strategy been appended to your bid?

Yes

No

B12. Management Case - Stakeholder Management
Please provide a summary of your strategy for managing stakeholders, with details of the key
stakeholders together with a brief analysis of their influences and interests.
Knowsley Council have conducted a stakeholder review during the development of this
application. The review was conducted through a meeting of the bid team, senior Council staff
and members of staff from 20/20 as the delivery agent for the proposed scheme. A summary of
the key stakeholders and their position on a chart considering their level of „interest‟ and
„influence‟ over the scheme is provided below.

The diagram reinforces our need to maintain effective dialogue with partner authorities and our
own members whilst at the same time engaging with the business community. We will also
ensure that we manage robust forums for dialogue with the Highways Agency and utility
companies during the development of the proposed scheme. Our strategy is set out in further
detail in the table below.
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a) Can the scheme be considered as controversial in any way?
Yes
No
b) Have there been any external campaigns either supporting or opposing the scheme?
Yes

No

B13. Management Case - Assurance
We will require Section 151 Officer confirmation (Section D) that adequate assurance systems
are in place.
Please see attached letter from Section 151 Officer at Appendix K.

SECTION C – Monitoring, Evaluation and Benefits Realisation
C1. Benefits Realisation
Please provide details on the profile and baseline benefits and their ownership. This should be
proportionate to the size of the proposed scheme.
Benefit

Who will
benefit?

Improved
journey time
reliability

Road users,
commuters
and
businesses

Improved

Commuters,

Enablers
required to
realise
benefit
Completion of
junction
improvements

Completion of

Outcome
displayed if
benefits
realised
Reduction in
queue length
and delays on
approach to
junction
Enhancement of
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Baseline
measure

Who is
responsible?

When will
it occur?

TRANSYT
DoS, queue
length and
delay data

Knowsley
Metropolitan
Borough
Council
(KMBC)
KMBC

On
scheme
completion
– Feb
2015
On

Number of

access to
employment
and
development
sites e.g.
3MG

businesses,
developers,
investors and
KMBC

junction
improvements

Increased
junction
safety

Road users

Completion of
junction
improvements

Extension of
asset lifespan

Road users
and KMBC

Completion of
junction
improvements

the area‟s
competitive
position.
Increase in
employment
opportunities
and economic
growth.
Reduction in
number of
accidents

businesses
and
employment
opportunities
located in the
area

Accident
records 2007
– 2011

KMBC

Reduction in
levels of
maintenance
required
resulting in
fewer road work
disruptions

Current asset
lifespan

KMBC

scheme
completion
– Feb
2015

On
scheme
completion
– Feb
2015
On
scheme
completion
– Feb
2015

C2. Monitoring and Evaluation
Evaluation is an essential part of scheme development and should be considered and built into
the planning of a scheme from the earliest stages. Evaluating the outcomes and impacts of
schemes is important to show if a scheme has been successful.
Please set out how you plan to measure and report on the benefits identified in Section C1,
alongside any other outcomes and impacts of the scheme
The benefits identified above will be measured through a combination of methods, as follows:
Method
 Traffic counts and surveys




Semi-structured interviews (market survey)
Business surveys
Quantitative assessment of number of
businesses and employment opportunities
in the area



Review accident data







Area officer
Home visitor feedback
Feedback from Councillor's surgeries
Community groups impact survey
Minority groups impact survey

Purpose
 To measure changes in traffic flow, queue
length and delay on approach to the
junction
 To understand the impact on businesses
located in the area, including the reasons
for their choice of location
 Identify any patterns of change in the
number of businesses and jobs available in
the area
 Assess the impact of improvements on
safety at the junction
 To understand and evaluate the impact on
Knowsley residents, particularly in terms of
ease of access to employment and leisure
sites

Monitoring will be undertaken 12 months and 24 months post completion of the junction
improvements and evaluation report produced.
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SECTION D: Declarations
D1. Senior Responsible Owner Declaration
As Senior Responsible Owner for the M57 Extension A5300 Knowsley Expressway scheme, I
hereby submit this request for approval to DfT on behalf of Knowsley Metropolitan Borough
Council and confirm that I have the necessary authority to do so.
I confirm that Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council will have all the necessary statutory
powers in place to ensure the planned timescales in the application can be realised.
Name: Sean Traynor
Signed:
Position: Head of Highways & Transportation

D2. Section 151 Officer Declaration
As Section 151 Officer for Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council I declare that the scheme
cost estimates quoted in this bid are accurate to the best of my knowledge and that Knowsley
Metropolitan Borough Council
-

-

has allocated sufficient budget to deliver this scheme on the basis of its proposed funding
contribution
accepts responsibility for meeting any costs over and above the DfT contribution
requested, including potential cost overruns and the underwriting of any funding
contributions expected from third parties
accepts responsibility for meeting any ongoing revenue requirements in relation to the
scheme
accepts that no further increase in DfT funding will be considered beyond the maximum
contribution requested and that no DfT funding will be provided after 2014/15
confirms that the authority has the necessary governance / assurance arrangements in
place and, for smaller scheme bids, the authority can provide, if required, evidence of a
stakeholder analysis and communications plan in place

Name:

Signed:

James Duncan

Submission of bids:
For both small bids and large bids the deadline is 5pm, 21 February 2013. One hard copy and
a CD version of each bid and supporting material should be submitted to:
Steve Berry
Local Transport Funding, Growth & Delivery Division
Department for Transport
Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London
SW1P 4DR
An electronic copy should also be submitted to steve.berry@dft.gsi.gov.uk
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Appendix A – Strategic Case – Supporting Maps
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Appendix B – Scheme Environmental Appraisal
Environmental Benefits
What is the impact of the scheme – and any associated mitigation works – on any statutory
environmental constraints? For example, Local Air Quality Management Zones.
Transport is a significant contributor to a number of environmental challenges facing Knowsley.
This principally relates to emissions of pollution to air and the release of greenhouses gases
which are contributors to climate change. However, there are less obvious environmental
effects relating to transport and the infrastructure needed to enable safe transit; such as noise
disturbance or segregation of habitats and communities.
Early environmental appraisal provides a rational approach to sustainable development. For the
purpose of this bid, a „Rapid Environmental Appraisal‟ is considered to be an appropriate level
of assessment. Previously, this approach has enabled the determination of potential benefits
and challenges attributable to the activities within the projects and programmes proposed on
sensitive environmental receptors.
The rapid appraisal provided for this application is intended to act as a pre-cursor to detailed
analysis of environmental impacts, which are taken up only if the need is subsequently
demonstrated. For this more detailed level of assessment to be undertaken, it should be
determined whether or not the project is likely to have significant environmental effects;
therefore, this requires comprehensive information on the project scope, scale, location,
phasing and an assessment of the baseline environment. At this stage, however, such a
detailed assessment is not considered viable or necessary.
A bespoke environmental appraisal has been developed and undertaken for the purpose of this
bid. The objective of the exercise was to assess and provide a high level environmental
appraisal of the scheme, in order to support the economic case. In support of the decisionmaking process, the potential environmental impacts are identified and potential mitigations
suggested.
We have appended an Environmental Appraisal summary of the environmental constraints,
impacts and possible mitigation measures for the scheme to this bid, which have been identified
through a high-level environmental appraisal. A number of environmental themes have been
considered, and an overview of each theme is provided below:
- Landscape and Visual Amenity – including the scheme setting, landscape / townscape, land
take
- Cultural Heritage - including historic and cultural buildings / assets and archaeological sites /
remains (both discovered and potential).
- Ecology – including flora and fauna.
- Water Resources - relating to all aspects of the water environment including groundwater,
surface water and water environments.
- Noise and Vibration - relating to all sources of environmental (ambient) noise and vibration
from transportation, traffic and associated infrastructure.
- Air Quality - encompassing all emissions to air from vehicles, and includes greenhouse gases
(including water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane and ozone) that are key contributors to
climate change.
- Waste and Land Contamination – includes waste generation from construction and operation,
and identification of ground contamination.

The environmental appraisal has been undertaken by giving consideration to the benefits and
impacts of the Scheme against the seven environmental themes outlined above. In addition, the
effects of the scheme have been identified using the scale outlined below:
Impact
5
Beneficial
4
Slight Beneficial
3
Neutral
2
Slight Adverse
1
Adverse
This appraisal has been undertaken by a suitably qualified and experienced environmental
specialist using desk-based techniques. The results of the exercise have been determined
based on previous experience on transportation/infrastructure projects, best practice and sound
professional judgement.
Aspect

Landscape
and Visual
Amenity

Cultural
Heritage

Ecology

Baseline
The A5300 / A562 link is in
a rural setting; however, the
roundabout is on the
periphery of the Mersey
Multimodal Gateway (3MG)
logistics park, which is
located at Ditton,
approximately 2km from the
site. Surrounding the
location are other large
scale commercial and
industrial facilities.
Scheduled Monuments
(SM) and other
archaeological remains
contain irreplaceable
information about the past.
Lovel‟s Hall moated site and
fishpond is a SM and it is
located approximately 250m
south of the site location.
There are no listed buildings
in close proximity to the site
and the site is not within a
conservation area.
There are no statutory or
international designations
for nature within 1km of the
A5300 / A562 link. However,
Clincton Wood and Hale
Road woodland are Local
Nature Reserves (LNR) and
are located approximately
50 - 100m east of the
A5300, north and south of
the A562.

Impact
During both the construction
and operation phase it is
assumed that there will be
some landtake and
vegetation clearance for the
proposed left hand slip road,
where the A5300
southbound lane meets the
A562 eastbound lane.

Mitigation

Effect

Sympathetic landscaping should be
adopted, so that the Scheme is, at
the very least, in keeping with the
surrounding area. Opportunities for
enhancement would be identified at a
later stage.

2

Current proposals will have
no impact on the SM.

No mitigation measures are required

3

There will be no impact on
listed buildings for the
proposed Scheme.

No mitigation measures are required.

3

In addition, during the
construction phase there is
expected to be a decrease
in visual amenity due to
construction activities.

There is, however, a need for
environmental awareness for
construction activities which occur
adjacent to these sites.
Current proposals will not, in
all likelihood, impact on the
identified sites.
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Mitigation measures could include
tree planting and habitat creation;
however, this would need to
monitored after construction to
ensure the intended measures are
sustained and making a positive
impact as proposed.

3

The potential presence of
mammals needs to be taken
into account when planning
works. It is an offence to
inflict any unnecessary
suffering on any wild
mammal. Under the Wild
Mammals (Protection) Act
1996. In addition, all British
birds, their nests and eggs
are protected by law during
the breeding season under
the Wildlife and Countryside
Act (WCA) 1981 and
Conservation Regs. Part 1
of the WCA makes it is an
offence to deliberately take,
kill or injure any wild bird or
to take, damage, or destroy
any nest (even while being
built) or egg of any wild bird.
Ditton Brook passes directly
underneath the A5300.

Water
Resources

Located within Groundwater
Source Protection Zone
(SPZ) 3, which is defined as
the area around a source
within which all groundwater
recharge is presumed to be
discharged at the source.
The development is within
Flood Risk Zone 3, which is
classed as flood risk with a
high probability, i.e. land
with a 1 in 100 or greater
probability of river flooding
or a 1 in 200 or greater
annual probability of
flooding from the sea in any
year.

Roadside habitats are
important for a range of
plants, mammals, and birds.
The proposed slip road will
require the removal of
vegetation, which may
provide suitable habitat for
many species.
Construction activities have
the potential to cause harm
to mammal species. For
example, rabbit warrens that
are not cleared prior to any
earthworks could lead to the
death of rabbits by crushing
and asphyxiation which
would breach this
legislation.
During the site preparation
and construction phases
there is the potential for
impacts on water quality,
resulting from accidental
spillages or leakages of oil
and other fuels from
machinery and storage
areas. However, it is
anticipated that appropriate
provisions will be made in
the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP), following
best practice and
incorporating mitigation
measures to ensure that
there will be no significant
effects on hydrogeology,
hydrology and surface water
flood risk effects during the
construction phase.

Ensure an ecologist visits the site in
the first instance. Mitigations will
depend on the findings from the
ecologist assessment.

3

3
The initial effects on water quality,
hydrogeology, hydrology and flood
risk may be mitigated using a range
of techniques. Typical mitigation
measures may potentially include:
- prevention of sediment from
entering watercourses during
construction;
- maintaining flood routes and
drainage paths, including floodplain
storage compensation;
- SuDS, including surface water
attenuation ponds; and
- provision of additional groundwater
drainage.

Best Practicable Means (BPM), to
keep noise to a minimum, would be
adopted and a regime of noise
monitoring should be implemented. It
is unknown whether there will be any
residual effects from the construction
and implementation of the road traffic
Schemes.

3

3

Sensitive receptors in close
proximity to the
development include the
residents of Ditton, the
nearest of which are
approximately 500m east of
the development.

Likely impacts could include
damage, disturbance and
nuisance, to people and
animals - There are
expected to be temporary
noise and vibration effects
during the construction
phase of the proposed
Scheme. There are not
predicted to be any effects
during the operation phase.

Air Quality

No AQMA‟s have been
declared within Knowsley.
Main pollutants of concern
and contributory sources in
Knowsley are from road
traffic sources. The A5300
has a high percentage of
heavy goods freight traffic
on its way to the areas of
Widnes and Runcorn (and
the Mersey Gateway).

Activities associated with
the construction of the
Scheme have the potential
to generate dust. In
addition, an increase in
localised air pollution is
expected, due to congestion
and traffic as a result of
construction activities.

Incorporated mitigation measures will
be utilised to reduce impacts from
construction activities. Moreover, the
Scheme is designed to increase
traffic flow and reduce queue lengths,
delays and congestion, thus having a
positive effect on air quality.

4

Waste and
Land
Contamination

Land to be excavated includes wooded area and
grassland.

It is expected that some
waste will be generated
from the Scheme‟s
construction activities,

Resource efficiency and effective
waste management (in accordance
with the waste hierarchy) will ensure
environmental impacts are minimised.

2

Noise and
Vibration

34

3

Under section 61 of the Control of
Pollution Act 1974, consent can be
applied for when it is expected that
such a notice might be breached. In
this instance, it may be advisable that
a Section 61 Notice is applied for.

including excavations in
order to widen the
carriageway.
The land north of Speke
Road (A562) and the land
situated between Speke
Road and Ditton Brook,
approximately is a historic
landfill site and therefore
there is potential for ground
contamination.

Current Scheme proposals
will not disturb contaminated
land.

35

No mitigation measures are required.

3

Appendix C – Further Scheme Cost Information
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Appendix D – Scheme Impacts Proforma
Data source: TRANSYT outputs (please see the CD version of this application)

Scenario

Do-Minimum

Input Data / Key Performance Indicators

Unit

Number of highway trips affected

vehicles

Total vehicle travelled time

vehicle-hours

Total vehicle travelled distance

vehicle-km

Total network delays

vehicle-hours

Highway peak period conversion factor

-

Number of PT passenger trips on affected routes

passenger trips

Bus journey time on affected routes

minutes

Total PT travelled time

passenger-hrs

Total PT travelled distance

passenger-km

PT peak period conversion factor

-

Number of walking and cycling trips

person trips

AM Peak Hr

PM Peak Hr

Inter-Peak Hr

Nights

Sat

Sun

Weekday

Weekday

Weekday

19:00-07:00

07:00-19:00

07:00-19:00

7,814 (2014)
8,187 (2024)

7,066 (2014)
7,457 (2024)

313 (2014)
447 (2024)

170 (2014)
301 (2024)

2.48

2.69

7,814 (2014)
8,187 (2024)

7,066 (2014)
7,457 (2024)

217 (2014)
291 (2024)

99 (2014)
218 (2024)

2.48

2.69

Mode share in affected area
- Walking and cycling

person trips

- Bus/BRT

person trips

- Rail

person trips

- Car

person trips

- Total

person trips

Number of highway trips affected

vehicles

Total vehicle travelled time

vehicle-hours

Total vehicle travelled distance

vehicle-km

Total network delays

vehicle-km

Highway peak period conversion factor

-

Number of PT passenger trips on affected routes

passenger trips

Bus journey time on affected routes

minutes

Total PT travelled time

passenger-hrs

Do-Something

Total PT travelled distance

passenger-km

PT peak period conversion factor

-

Number of walking and cycling trips

person trips

Mode share in affected area
- Walking and cycling

person trips

- Bus/BRT

person trips

- Rail

person trips

- Car

person trips

- Total

person trips

Notes:
Values for "Number of highway trips affected" expressed in PCUs.
Values for "Total network delays" expressed in PCU-Hours.
Values for "Highway peak period conversion factor" are taken from the LCRTM model, upon which the flows are based.
Assessment Year = 2024
For Do-Minimum Scenario

Vehicle Category
Car Work
Car Non-work Commuting
Car Non-work Other
Average Car
LGV
OGV1
OGV2
PSV
All Total
Public Transport
Bus Work
Bus Non-work Commuting
Bus Non-work Other
Bus Total
Rail Work
Rail Non-work Commuting
Rail Non-work Other
Rail Total

AM Peak
Hr
Weekday

PM Peak
Hr
Weekday

Inter-Peak
Hr
Weekday

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
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Average Network Speed
(kph)
Car
LGV
HGV & PSV

AM Peak
Hr

PM Peak
Hr

Inter-Peak
Hr

Weekday

Weekday

Weekday

AM Peak
Hr
Weekday

PM Peak
Hr
Weekday

Inter-Peak
Hr
Weekday

For Do-Something Scenario

Vehicle Category
Car Work
Car Non-work Commuting
Car Non-work Other
Average Car
LGV
OGV1
OGV2
PSV
All Total
Public Transport
Bus Work
Bus Non-work Commuting
Bus Non-work Other
Bus Total
Rail Work
Rail Non-work Commuting
Rail Non-work Other
Rail Total

Average Network Speed
(kph)
Car
LGV
HGV & PSV

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

AM Peak
Hr

PM Peak
Hr

Inter-Peak
Hr

Weekday

Weekday

Weekday
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Appendix E – Appraisal Summary Table
Appraisal Summary Table
Name of
scheme:
Description of
scheme:

Impacts

Date
produced:

15

2

M57 Extension A5300 Expressway - Access to Opportunity and Employment

Name

Andy Millar

Installation of a left turn only slip road on the A5300 southbound to A562
eastbound junction, along with complementary improvements to the junction
including kerb realignment and lane reorganisation

Organisati
on
Role

Knowsley
MBC
Promoter/
Official

Summary of key
impacts

Assessment
Quantitative

Business
users &
transport
providers

Economy

Reliability
impact on
Business
users

Regeneratio
n

Wider
Impacts

Contact:

13

Benefits to all users have
been assessed through
savings in journey times
resulting from decreased
delays at the A5300/A562
junction. Due to the outputs
from the TRANSYT software
used to assess the operation
of the junction, it is not
possible to disaggregate the
user benefits by the net
journey time changes
ranges shown. User benefits
have not been
disaggregated between
business and social and the
total user benefits for both is
shown below for social.
Although a quantitative
assessment of reliability
benefits has not been made,
the scheme will reduce
congestion at the
A5300/A562 junction,
potentially increasing
reliability of jouney time for
all users.
A qualitative assessment of
the regeneration benefits of
the scheme has estimated a
GVA benefit figure of £1.6m
GVA per annum. This is
based on the scheme's
ability to deliver improved
levels of accessibility to sites
identified as part of the 3MG
master plan.

Although a quantitative
assessment of wider
impacts has not been made,
the predicted reduced
journey times for users
would result in wider impacts
benefits.

Value of journey time
changes(£)
Net journey time changes
(£)
0 to
2 to
> 5min
2min
5min

-

-

-

-

Qualitative

£(NPV)

Distributio
nal
7-pt scale/
vulnerable
grp

Business User
Benefits have been
considered during
preparation of the
scheme strategic
case. Benefits are
expected to be
distributed across the
northern part of the
Mersey estuary and
M57 / A5300 corridor.

N/A

Beneficial

Scheme will reduce
congestion at A5300 /
A562 junction
improving journey
reliability. Existing
monitoring shows
current journey time
increase at congested
periods of 250% (3 to
8 minutes)

N/A

Beneficial

N/A

Beneficial

N/A

Beneficial

Regeneration benefits
have not been
specifically calculated
through quantitative
assessment. However,
the proposed scheme
would be expected to
have strong
regeneration benefits
for south Knowsley
and the Mersey
Gateway area. It
would also open up
land for regeneration
via improved
accessibility
Wider economic
benefits would be
expected to accrue
because of the
reported reductions in
journey times as a
result of the scheme.
No values have been
calculated

Monetary

Noise

Environmental

Air Quality

Greenhouse
gases

Landscape
Townscape
Heritage of
Historic
resources
Biodiversity

Social

Water
Environment

Commuting
and Other
users

Scheme is expected to have
a neutral impact on noise
levels. Whilst queuing would
be reduced with a
consequent reduction in
noise levels from queuing
traffic, noise may increase
due to increased vehicle
speeds through the junction.

Scheme is anticipated to
deliver a beneficial impact
on local air quality levels
through a reduction in queue
length on the approach to
the junction and levels of
stationary traffic in the
immediate local vicinity of
the junction.

-

The noise impacts of
the proposed scheme
have not been
appraised separately
as part of the wider
environmental
appraisal. However,
indications suggest
that the package of
measures would have
minor positive,
secondary benefits on
levels of noise close to
the A5300 / A562
strategic corridor.

N/A

Neutral

-

Qualitative information
on the air quality
benefits of this
application are
provided in the main
bid, to accompany the
quantitative
assessment of
greenhouse gas
emissions

N/A

Beneficial

Qualitative information
on the air quality
benefits of this
application are
provided in the main
bid.

N/A

Moderate
Beneficial

N/A

Moderate
Beneficial

£14.938m

Large
Beneficial

A quantitative assessment of
the impact of the scheme on
greenhouse gases has not
been made. The improved
operation of the
A53300/A562 junction would
result in existing users
consuming less fuel and
therefore likely resulting in
reduced greenhouse gas
emissions. However,
increased capacity at the
A53300/A562 junction would
result in an increased
demand for travel, which
might offset the reduced
greenhouse gas emissions
due to reduced congestion.
Knowsley MBC have
undertaken a proportionate
Environmental Appraisal for
the scheme to identify key
environmental risks. This is
included as an Appendix to
the main bid. The appraisal
has highlighted the good
environmental performance
of the scheme, and indicates
where project partners are
required to implement
mitigation procedures during
the construction phase to
minimise any environmental
impacts.

Change in non-traded
carbon over 60y (CO2e)

-

Further information on
the likely
environmental impacts
of the scheme is
presented in the
proportionate SDI and
Environmental
Appraisal
assessments. The
overall results of this
assessment indicate
that this application
should result in a
beneficial result for the
area.

Benefits to all users have
been assessed through
savings in journey times
resulting from decreased
delays at the A5300/A562
junction. Due to the outputs

Value of journey time
changes(£)
Net journey time changes
(£)
0 to
2 to
> 5min
2min
5min

-

Change in traded carbon
over 60y (CO2e)
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-

-

Reliability
impact on
Commuting
and Other
users

Physical
activity
Journey
quality

Accidents

from the TRANSYT software
used to assess the operation
of the junction, it is not
possible to disaggregate the
user benefits by the net
journey time changes
ranges shown. User benefits
have not been
disaggregated between
business and social and the
total user benefits for both
are shown here in 2010
prices, discounted to 2010.
A 2014 to 2024 11 year
appraisal period has been
used.
Although a quantitative
assessment of reliability
benefits has not been made,
the scheme will reduce
congestion at the
A5300/A562 junction,
potentially increasing
reliability of journey time for
all users.
No assessment has been
undertaken for this factor for
this application.
A quantitative assessment of
journey quality has not been
made for this scheme.
However, a key benefit of
the scheme is a reduction in
journey time through the
junction, a reduction in
queue length and greater
journey time reliability. All
these factors will increase
perceived journey quality for
scheme users.
No quantitative assessment
of accident benefits has
been undertaken. However
a reduction in accident
levels on the A5300
southbound approach to the
junction is expected due to
reduced queuing and the
provision of anti-skid
treatments on the
carriageway.

£14.938m

-

Reduction in queueing
and journey time
improvments

N/A

Beneficial

-

-

N/A

-

-

Scheme will lead to a
reduction in journey
time and increased
journey time reliability

N/A

Beneficial

22 recorded incidents noted
between 2007-11.

Scheme includes
provision for anti-skid
treatments to be
applied to the A5300
southbound
carriageway alongside
provision of a left turn
only slip road to
reduce queuing. The
aim is to reduce the
number of accidents
occurring in
southbound queuing
traffic.

N/A

Beneficial

-

-

N/A

-

Security
Access to
services
Affordability
Severance
Option
values
No assessment has been
undertaken for these factors
for this application.
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Public Accounts

Cost to
Broad
Transport
Budget
Indirect Tax
Revenues

The cost to the broad
transport budget is
presented in 2010 prices,
discounted to 2010.
A quantitative assessment of
indirect tax revenues has not
been made. The improved
operation of the
A53300/A562 junction would
result in existing users
consuming less fuel and
therefore likely having a
negative impact on indirect
tax revenues. However,
increased capacity at the
A53300/A562 junction would
result in an increased
demand for travel, which
might offset the negative
impact on indirect tax
revenues due to reduced
congestion.

£1.542m

-

£1.542m

-

-

-

N/A

Not
Assessed
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Appendix F – Risk Management Tables

Risk Matrix

Time Impact

Cost Impact

(Delay to end date)
> 6 months

>£500,000

Very High

5

10

15

20

25

3 months to 6 months

£200,000 to £500,000

High

4

8

12

16

20

1 month to 3 months

£80,000 to £200,000

Medium

3

6

9

12

15

2 weeks to 1 month

£10,000 to £80,000

Low

2

4

6

8

10

< 2 weeks

< £10,000

Very Low

1

2

3

4

5

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very High

0%

15%

35%

65%

Probability

85%

100%

Strategic Risk

Risk Priority Ranking
Risk Matrix
Priority
Scores

Risk Type

Project Risk Ref

CONSEQUENCES

MITIGATION

Impact

Risk
Matrix
Priority
Ranking

LPP scheme could be
of a lower priority for
other locally elected
members, thus
reducing the impact of
the LPP.

Confirm & obtain support for
junction update from other
locally elected members that
represent the area.

10

Low

2

Legislative Risk

Changes in legislation
increase costs of
development.

Changes in legislation
& taxation regimes will
have a direct impact
on capital and revenue
budgets for scheme.

1. Review any changes in
legislation currently being
promoted by central
government and review
throughout planning and
implementation of scheme.
2. Update risk register and
delivery programme in
response to any proposed
change.

25

Low

4

Land Use Risk

Changes or restrictions in
land use policy e.g.
greenbelt land policies
that could restrict
development of sliproad

Restrictions placed
over land use
development may
delay the
commencement of the
scheme or stop it
completely.

The scheme complies with
KMBC and national land use
policy.

10

Low

2

Political Risk

Political
Risk

RISK EVENT

Probabilit
y

Change of political
administration.
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Policy Risk

Changes of national /
local policy direction not
involving legislation.

Policy changes may
result in scheme
components becoming
redundant and / or
additional measures
needed to support
local and national
ambitions.

Staff Risk

Changes in the team
responsible for delivery;
delays in appointment of
new team members.

Delay to overall
delivery of the scheme
and cost implications.

Communication
Risks

Poor communication and
co-ordination between
KMBC and 20/20
responsible for scheme
delivery.

Communication and
co-ordination issues
could result in
programme delay,
political frustration and
additional scheme
costs.

Additional costs
required to deliver
completed scheme.
The benefits of the
scheme are delayed or
lost.

Manageme
nt Risk

Construction
Programme Risk

The construction of the
physical assets is not
completed on time and to
specification.
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1. Fully understand national
legislation frameworks and
incorporate flexibility to adapt to
potential changes.
2. Scheme meets the
objectives of Government's
commitment to supporting
economic growth by tackling
barriers on the local highway
network.
1. Ensure that a staff continuity
plan is put in place at the start
of the delivery process.
2. Respond quickly to changes
in staffing.

10

Low

2

15

Medium

5

1. Appoint appropriate Project
Manager and delivery team.
2. Develop and implement
robust governance and
communication plans.
3. Ensure all staff involved are
clear on communication routes.

15

Medium

5

1. Ensure that the scheme is
substantially developed in
advance of programme
commencement.
2. Early and active engagement
between KMBC & 20/20 as
delivery body along with other
key stakeholders during
programme development.
3. Implement effective
programme review and
contingency planning
procedures.
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High

12

Construction
Budget Risk

The construction of the
physical assets is not
completed to LPP fund
budget.

Additional costs
required to deliver
completed scheme
and potential benefits
not delivered on time.

1. Establish robust governance
and project management
structures.
2. Adopt formal monitoring and
review procedures.
3. Value Management of all
proposals, in particular capital
elements.

Planning Risk

The implementation of
the A5300 junction
improvements fail to
adhere to the terms of
planning permission /
detailed planning cannot
be obtained / if obtained,
can only be implemented
at costs greater than in
the original scheme
budget.

Scheme components
cannot be delivered
due to planning
requirements. The
benefits of the scheme
are delayed or lost.

N/A

Stakeholder Risk

Lack of support from key
stakeholders and local
community e.g. Liverpool
JLA, Mersey Gateway
Bridge, 3MG, local
residents, local
businesses

Scheme lacks local
support resulting in a
reorganisation of
KMBC priorities. The
benefits of the scheme
are delayed or lost.

1. Undertake comprehensive
engagement/consultation
exercises with key stakeholder
groups, local community forums
etc.
2. Identify „Local Champions‟ of
the development
3. Develop robust strategic and
local communication plans

Regulation Risks

The required Traffic
Regulation Orders for the
junction development do
not receive support and
are not approved.

Lack of support could
result in strategy
components not being
delivered and / or a
reorganisation of the
strategy priorities.

N/A

Lack of buy-in from
key groups.
Disengagement and
lack of receptiveness
to the scheme.

Identify any further interest
groups that should be
considered and consulted especially local businesses &
residents. Once identified,
designated officer to contact
these local groups and engage
as required.

Delivery
Risk

Special Interest
Groups

Some relevant interest
groups may not be
identified e.g. residents,
local businesses,
neighbourhood forums
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25

N/A

High

N/A

25

N/A

N/A

Low

N/A

25

8

Low

4

N/A

4

Procurement
risks

Procurement of services
may not be successful or
may be delayed or
challenged.

Delivery of scheme is
delayed and
jeopardised.

Continued development of
robust procurement framework

Financial Risk

25

High

8

Risk Priority Ranking
Risk Matrix
Priority
Scores

Risk Type

Funding Risk

Project Risk
Ref

RISK EVENT

Operational
Risk

Operating costs vary
from budget;
performance standards
slip; or the service
cannot be provided.

Additional revenue
would be required in
the longer term to
support ongoing
operation.

Inflation
Risk

Actual inflation differs
from assumed inflation
rates.

Additional costs
required to deliver
completed scheme.

Contributio
ns

Failue to secure all
necessary contributions
to scheme from
partners.

Lower than expected
match funding
investment against
LPP fund investment.
Costs overun and
additional costs are
required to complete
the scheme.

Costings

Project costs are
underestimated

CONSEQUENCES

MITIGATION

1. Develop detailed operation
schedules note that LPP funding is
only available in financial years
2013-14 and 2014-15.
2. Identify service performance
standards before additional
services are contracted.
1. Develop robust financial
forecasts.
2. Adjust forecasts to account for
any predicted rate of change and
reflect change in the scheme
delivery programme.

Probability

Impact

Risk
Matrix
Priority
Ranking

25

Low

4

10

Low

2

Halton council contributing £400k
as they recognise the importance of
the scheme for their economy.

10

High

4

1. Detailed design and robust
costing exercise undertaken
2. Contingency fund and
procedures implemented

25

Medium

6
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Residual
Value Risk

Uncertainty of the value
of junction upgrade at
the end of scheme
development.

Identify value of junction upgrade
and possible depreciation at initial
design stage.

Long term reduction in
asset value.

Infrastructure
Risk

25

Medium

6

Risk Priority Ranking
Risk
Matrix
Priority
Scores

Risk Type

Project Risk
Ref

Cost Risk

Provider Risk

RISK EVENT

Increase in scheme
costs e.g. cost of
materials &
infrastructure.

Poor contractor
performance and /
or contractor
becomes insolvent
within the contract
period.

CONSEQUENCES

MITIGATION

Probability

Impact

The level of LPP
funding made
available is
insufficient to meet
the proposed
scheme delivery
costs.

Costs will be fixed with supplier
on procurement and cost risk
transferred to them.

25

N/A

Additional revenue
would be required to
support delivery of
the scheme.

1. Further detailed work will be
undertaken to ensure that
expected benefits are realised
during the design,
implementation and
management stages.
2. Degree of rigour imposed
during the contractor
procurement process, including
performance bond in contract.

25

Medium

49

Risk
Matrix
Priority
Ranking

N/A

6

Environmental
Infrastructure
Risks

Conflicts between
the scheme and
underground
utilities etc.

Potential reduction in
level of green
infrastructure.

1. Scheme plans have been
developed in close coordination
with Knowsley Highway
Engineers and the project team
will continue to work alongside
them throughout the delivery
process, following established
protocol.
2. Measures such as use of
test pits will be used to ensure
no conflicts with utilities.

10

Low

2

Scheme is
implemented without
due consideration of
relevant
environmental
legislation.

The project team will keep up
to date on any environmental
legislation changes which may
affect the delivery of the
project.

10

Low

2

Delayed / restricted
implementation of
the scheme; public
opposition.

Community consultation
strategy will be implemented to
inform local residents of the
benefits of the scheme.

25

Very Low

2

10

Medium

3

25

Medium

6

40

High

Environmental
Risk

Environmental
Risks

Community
Risks

Stakeholder Risk

Land Risks

Complementary
Scheme Risks

Structural Risk

Structural
Risks

Environmental risks
(eg failure to meet
environmental
legislation, risk of
flooding,
Environmental
Impact
Assessment).
Objections from
local communities
regarding the
proposed junction
upgrade.
Potential land
ownership issues
related to the
selected site for
infrastructure
works.
Other schemes that
could support the
development fall
through e.g. 3MG,
Superport
Physical / structural
issues at the site
where the scheme
is to be delivered.

Scheme delays /
cancellation.

Loss of scheme
support & demand.
Time delays, with a
potential resultant
increase in scheme
costs.
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The investment site has been
chosen using a rigorous
programme of analysis to target
LPP funding on a site where
land ownership issues are
unlikely to affect progress.
Keep up to date on any
complimentary scheme
changes which may affect the
delivery or overall success of
the project.
Conduct detailed site survey
works in advance of
construction.
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Appendix G – Project Plan

Appendix H – Quantified Risk Assessment
Mott MacDonald QRA

@RISK Output Report for TOTAL / Total Impact
Performed By: Amin, Amar
Date: 14 February 2013 09:42:52

Simulation Summary Information
Workbook Name

B11 (version 2).xls

Number of Simulations

1

Number of Iterations

1000

Number of Inputs

72

Number of Outputs

2

Sampling Type

Latin Hypercube

Simulation Start Time

2/14/13 9:42:45

Simulation Duration

00:00:01

Random # Generator

Mersenne Twister

Random Seed

1873483711

Summary Statistics for TOTAL / Total Impact
Statistics
Minimum

£0.00

Percentile
5%

Maximum

£1,150,249.92

10%

£20,273.64

Mean

£292,282.99

15%

£72,296.08

Std Dev

£204,430.42

20%

£101,351.33

Variance

41791798625

25%

£124,102.30

Skewness

0.473565643

30%

£145,499.02

Kurtosis

2.647187767

35%

£171,626.02

Median

£269,958.41

40%

£203,769.18

Mode

£0.00

45%

£235,671.58

Left X

£269,958.41

50%

£269,958.41

Left P

50%

55%

£306,440.93

Right X

£474,412.54

60%

£347,070.98

Right P

80%

65%

£381,878.32

Diff X

£204,454.12

70%

£406,617.40

Diff P

30%

75%

£438,959.13

#Errors

0

80%

£474,412.54

£0.00

Filter Min

Off

85%

£520,031.02

Filter Max

Off

90%

£569,458.94

#Filtered

0

95%

£645,958.68

Regression and Rank Information for TOTAL / Total Impact
Rank
1

Name
Physical / structural issues at the site where the scheme is to be
delivered.

Regr
0.696

Corr
0.715

2

Failue to secure all necessary contributions to scheme from partners.

0.408

0.321

3

Poor contractor performance and / or contractor becomes insolvent within
the contract period.

0.248

0.246

4

Project costs are underestimated

0.242

0.261

5

Uncertainty of the value of junction upgrade at the end of scheme
development.

0.240

0.233

6

Other schemes that could support the development fall through e.g. 3MG,
Superport

0.229

0.159

7

Potential land ownership issues related to the selected site for
infrastructure works.

0.188

0.190

8

Physical / structural issues at the site where the scheme is to be
delivered.

0.148

0.140

9

Operating costs vary from budget; performance standards slip; or the
service cannot be provided.

0.071

0.127

10

Actual inflation differs from assumed inflation rates.

0.058

0.043

11

Uncertainty of the value of junction upgrade at the end of scheme
development.

0.048

0.065

12

Poor contractor performance and / or contractor becomes insolvent within
the contract period.

0.047

0.010

13

Failue to secure all necessary contributions to scheme from partners.

0.045

0.026

14

Environmental risks (eg failure to meet environmental legislation, risk of
flooding, Environmental Impact Assessment).

0.040

0.044
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Appendix I – Assessment of Social and Distributional Impacts
M57 Extension A5300 Knowsley Expressway

Indicator

Screening
Assessment

Justification

Impact on Key Groups
Improvements to the
A5300/A562 junction will
provide much needed capacity
on the road network linking
north to south Knowsley, north
to south Liverpool, enabling
growth and job creation
(particularly for those from low
income households and for
young adults, who have been
particularly hard-hit by the
recent recession), connecting
residents to employment and
supporting investment
throughout the area.
With increased capacity, traffic
flow & maintenance of the
A5300 junction it is anticipated
that there will be a decrease in
the level of traffic-borne noise
that affects residential
receptors (including, for
example, children) and
businesses receptors in close
proximity to the junction.

User
Benefits



The scheme is to upgrade the
efficiency of the A5300 junction
to deliver a more reliable and
efficient transport network thus
improving journey times and
accessibility. The junction of the
Knowsley Expressway and the
A562 is critical to the economic
growth of Knowsley as it provides
north-south connectivity where
there are no north-south rail lines
and much public transport is
focused on east-west connections
into Liverpool City Centre.

Noise



It is anticipated that an indirect
benefit of the scheme will include
a reduction in noise pollution as
congestion is decreased.

Impact?
(Positive /
No Change /
Negative)
Positive

Can potential negative
impacts be mitigated
through design?

Are potential impacts,
where presumed,
likely to be significant
& concentrated?
YES - Traffic flows &
journey times will be
improved at the
A5300 junction while
also providing a key
link to employment
sites across the
Liverpool City Region.

Positive
Partial YES - It is likely
that the development
will result in a
dispersing of noise
pollution as opposed
to concentration in
one area.

Air Quality



An indirect benefit of the scheme
will include improved air quality
as a result of reduced levels of
congestion. No AQMA’s have
been placed within Knowsley,
however road traffic sources are
the greatest contributors to air
pollution in the borough with
16384 tonnes of C02 being
emitted per year from the A5300
Knowsley Express Way alone.

Accidents



The A5300/A562 junction has a
poor record of road accidents
with 22 recorded incidents
occurring between 2007 and
2011. The proposed scheme is
expected to reduce the number
of road traffic accidents that take
place at the junction.

Security



It is not expected that security
impacts will be sufficiently
significant or concentrated to
warrant further SDI analysis.

Severance



Severance impacts are not likely
to be significant.

A reduction in the level of
vehicle emissions has the
potential to improve the quality
of health & wellbeing of local
residents with particular
benefits for people with
disabilities. Other residents,
such as children and older
people (who may be
disproportionately prone to
respiratory illnesses such as
asthma), and those on lower
incomes who live in close
proximity to the junction, may
also benefit from improved air
quality.
Improved traffic flow and
reduced congestion levels are
expected to have a positive
impact on the number of
accidents at the junction
involving key groups such as
children, young adults and
older people (all of whom are
most likely to be involved in
fatal pedestrian-traffic
collisions, according to EU
statistics).
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Positive

Partial YES - Negative
impacts of vehicle
emissions in the local
area can be mitigated
with an improved flow
of traffic at the A5300
junction.

Positive
YES - It is anticipated
that there will be a
reduction in the
number of road traffic
accidents that occur at
the A5300/A562
junction approach.

Accessibility

Personal
Affordability





Creating a junction that improves
accessibility to employment,
residences and other services is a
key objective of the scheme.
Congestion at this pinch point is
costly in economic terms. It
restricts the flow of traffic to and
from the surrounding
employment centres, residential
areas and development sites,
negatively impacting economic
activity and limiting growth.
Affordable travel impacts are not
marked as a key objective.

Upgrading the A5300 junction
will improve accessibility to
employment sites such as the
Jaguar Land Rover plant,
Liverpool John Lennon Airport,
and the 3MG intermodal
terminal. Reducing congestion
and making trips using the
A5300 more reliable will
enhance access to the labour
market for young adults and
those without access to a car.
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Positive
YES - A positive
accessibility impact
will be most significant
directly from the
A5300 junction
upgrade but this will
have a wider reach
across the Liverpool
City Region.

Appendix J – Equalities Assessment
Directorate:
Service area:
Regeneration & Housing Highways &
Transportation
Name and brief description of
Policy/Decision/Function/Project/Service to be
reviewed:

Responsible Officer:
Lisa Harris

Completed by:
Andy Millar, Paul Peng

Date:
11/02/2013 (V1)

Bid to Department for Transport for funding to deliver two schemes:
(1) M57 Extension A5300 Knowsley Expressway
(2) Liverpool Gateway: Greystone Road Footbridge

Give details, with evidence, of the impact of the function on each of the protected characteristics in relation to the general duty:
1. Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation
2. Advancing equality of opportunity between people who share protected characteristics and those who don‟t share it
3. Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who don‟t
Please give special consideration to, (this list is not intended to be exhaustive)








Accessibility
Community Cohesion
Delivery of contracts
Human Rights Act
Positive action
Procurement
Reasonable adjustments

Does the Policy/Decision/Function/Project/Service have a direct impact on
Yes
people?
If yes, please complete the grid below. If no, consider whether or not an
More detailed iterations of this document will be processed
Equality Impact Assessment is necessary, if not state why not and exit
in the event of a successful funding obtainment.
process:
Have you conducted a consultation? No (if yes please attach evidence or include link)
We have not yet conducted a specific consultation on either scheme. However, the Local Transport Plan for Merseyside was subject to
extensive statutory consultation, and contained similar proposals for the A5300, and an asset management plan. Informal
consultations show outstanding support for both schemes. A full statutory consultation will be undertaken at the point of
commissioning.

Who did you consult with?
N/A
Is there any
Is there any
potential
potential negative
positive Impact? Impact?

Age

Carer’s
Status

Disability

Gender

Yes – as a
consequence of
all age groups
from young to
elder having
improved
access.
Yes – as a
consequence of
people who
have
responsibility
for caring
dependents or
relatives having
improved
access?
Yes -as a
consequence of
people who are
designated as
Disabled having
improved
access.
N/A

How and when did you consult?
N/A

What was the feedback?
N/A

What evidence do
you have? (E.g.
complaints,
statistics, surveys
etc disaggregated
by equality groups.)

How will you monitor and
review the actions that you
have taken to mitigate the
impact?

No

No

No

N/A
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What action will you take
to mitigate negative
impact? Please state if
negative impact is intended
due to positive action.

Gender
Identity

N/A

N/A

Offending
Past

N/A

N/A

Sexual
Orientation

N/A

N/A

Race
(including
Gypsies and
Travellers)
Religion or
Belief

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Social
Economic
Status

Yes – as a
consequence of
people who are
excluded due to
their economic
status having
improved
access to
opportunity.

No
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Appendix K – Supporting Letters
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Appendix L – A5300 Scheme Plan

